Application of quantitative models from population biology and evolutionary game theory to tumor therapeutic strategies.
Quantitative models from population biology and evolutionary game theory frame the tumor-host interface as a dynamical microenvironment of competing tumor and normal populations. Through this approach, critical parameters that control the outcome of this competition are identified and the conditions necessary for formation of an invasive cancer are defined. Perturbations in these key parameters that destabilize the cancer solution of the state equations and produce tumor regression can be predicted. The mathematical models demonstrate significant theoretical limitations in therapies based solely on cytotoxic drugs. Because these approaches do not alter critical parameters controlling system dynamics, the tumor population growth term will remain positive as long as any individual cells are present so that the tumor will invariably recur unless all proliferative cells are killed. The models demonstrate that such total effectiveness is rendered unlikely by the genotypic heterogeneity of tumor populations (and, therefore, the variability of their response to such drugs) and the ability of tumor cells to adapt to these proliferation constraints by evolving resistant phenotypes. The mathematical models support therapeutic strategies that simultaneously alter several of the key parameters in the state equations. Furthermore, the models demonstrate that administration of cytotoxic therapies will, by reducing the tumor population density, create system dynamics more conducive to perturbations by biological modifiers.